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A CR PROOF FOR A GLOBAL ESTIMATE OF THE
DIEDERICH–FORNAESS INDEX OF LEVI-FLAT REAL
HYPERSURFACES
MASANORI ADACHI
Abstract. Yet another proof is given for a global estimate of the Diederich–
Fornaess index of relatively compact domains with Levi-flat boundary, namely,
the index must be smaller than or equal to the reciprocal of the dimension of
the ambient space. This proof reveals that this kind of estimate makes sense
and holds also for abstract compact Levi-flat CR manifolds.
1. Introduction
The Diederich–Fornaess index η(Ω) of a C∞-smoothly bounded domain Ω in a
complex manifold X is a numerical index on the strength of certain pseudocon-
vexity of its boundary ∂Ω. In this paper, we consider the index in the sense that
η(Ω) is defined to be the supremum of the exponents η ∈ (0, 1] admitting a C∞-
smooth defining function of ∂Ω, say ρ : (∂Ω ⊂)U → R, so that −|ρ|η is strictly
plurisubharmonic in U ∩ Ω; if no such η is allowed, we let η(Ω) = 0.
For instance, if a defining function attains η = 1, it gives a strictly plurisub-
harmonic defining function of ∂Ω and the boundary is strictly pseudoconvex. The
pseudoconvexity of ∂Ω is clearly necessary for η(Ω) to be positive; a much stronger
condition is actually necessary and sufficient, the existence of a defining function
ρ such that the complex hessian of − log |ρ| is bounded from below by a hermitian
metric of X near the boundary ∂Ω as observed by Ohsawa and Sibony in [11].
The Diederich–Fornaess index η(Ω) being positive means that the boundary ∂Ω
is well approximated by a family of strictly pseudoconvex real hypersurfaces from
inside. The original motivation of the study of Diederich and Fornaess in [9] was to
construct such an approximation on pseudoconvex domains in Stein manifolds, and
the index is considered to measure certain strength of the approximation. Since
then, the meaning of the index has been intensively studied in relation to the global
regularity in the ∂-Neumann problem, in particular, pathologies occurring on the
worm domain. See for example [10, §1], [6] and references therein.
Under such circumstances, Fu and Shaw [10] and Brinkschulte and the author [3]
reached a general estimate for the Diederich–Fornaess index of weakly pseudoconvex
domains. Here we state the result in a restricted form, for domains with C∞-smooth
Levi-flat boundary:
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Theorem ([10], see also [3] and [2]). Let Ω be a relatively compact domain with
C∞-smooth Levi-flat boundary M in a complex manifold of dimension (n+ 1) ≥ 2.
Then the Diederich–Fornaess index η(Ω) must be ≤ 1/(n+ 1).
The purpose of this paper is to give yet another proof of Theorem via an estimate
on the Levi-flat boundary M without looking inside Ω directly. The idea is to
identify the usual Diederich–Fornaess index η(Ω) with its counterpart η(M) on the
Levi-flat boundary based on the author’s previous work [1].
Definition. LetM be an oriented C∞-smooth Levi-flat CRmanifold. The Diederich–
Fornaess index η(M) of M is defined to be the supremum of η ∈ (0, 1] admitting
a C∞-smooth hermitian metric h2 of the holomorphic normal bundle N1,0M of M so
that
iΘh −
η
1− η
iαh ∧ αh > 0
holds on M as quadratic forms on the holomorphic tangent bundle T 1,0M of M ; if
no such η is allowed, we let η(M) = 0. Here the forms αh and Θh denote the
leafwise Chern connection form and its curvature form of N1,0M with respect to h
2
respectively. (See §2 for their precise definitions.)
In our setting, η(Ω) agrees with η(M) as we will see in Lemma 3, and Theorem
follows from the following main lemma.
Lemma 1. Let M be a compact C∞-smooth Levi-flat CR manifold of dimension
(2n+ 1) ≥ 3. Then the Diederich–Fornaess index η(M) must be ≤ 1/(n+ 1).
The organization of this paper is as follows. In §2, we provide preliminaries
on CR geometry and confirm that the two notions of Diederich–Fornaess index,
η(Ω) and η(M), actually coincide for Levi-flat real hypersurfaces based on previous
works. In §3, after proving Lemma 1, we give a remark that the substantial content
of Lemma 1 has been already pointed out by Bejancu and Deshmukh [5] in manner
of differential geometry, and conclude this paper with an open question.
Acknowledgements. The author gratefully acknowledges an enlightening discus-
sion with J. Brinkschulte. He is also grateful to T. Inaba for his useful remarks.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Levi-flat CR manifold. Let us recall the notion of Levi-flat CR manifold
briefly. In the sequel, “smooth” means infinitely differentiable.
Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension (2n + 1) ≥ 3. A CR structure (of
hypersurface type) of M is given by a subbundle T 0,1M ⊂ C ⊗R TM satisfying the
following conditions:
• T 0,1M is a smooth C-subbundle T
0,1
M ⊂ C⊗R TM of rankC n;
• T 1,0M ∩ T
0,1
M = (the zero section) where T
1,0
M := {v ∈ C⊗R TM | v ∈ T
0,1
M };
• [Γ(T 0,1M ),Γ(T
0,1
M )] ⊂ Γ(T
0,1
M )
where Γ( · ) denotes the space of smooth sections of the bundle, and the bracket
means the Lie bracket of complexified vector fields. The pair (M,T 0,1M ) is called a
CR manifold, which is regarded as an abstraction of real hypersurfaces in complex
manifolds associated with their (anti-)holomorphic tangent bundles.
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We say that a CR manifold (M,T 0,1M ) is Levi-flat if it satisfies further integrability
condition
(1) [Γ(T 1,0M ⊕ T
0,1
M ),Γ(T
1,0
M ⊕ T
0,1
M )] ⊂ Γ(T
1,0
M ⊕ T
0,1
M ).
This is equivalent to say that the real distribution HM := Re(T
1,0
M ⊕ T
0,1
M ) ⊂ TM
of rankR 2n is integrable in the sense of Frobenius. It follows from Frobenius’
theorem and Newlander–Nirenberg’s theorem that the distribution HM defines a
smooth foliation F by complex manifolds onM , namely, we have an atlas consisting
of foliated charts. We call F the Levi foliation.
For a Levi-flat CR manifold (M,T 0,1M ), we shall refer to T
1,0
M as the holomorphic
tangent bundle of M and call the quotient C-line bundle N1,0M ,
0→ T 1,0M ⊕ T
0,1
M → C⊗R TM
pi
→ N1,0M → 0,
the holomorphic normal bundle. This is because T 1,0M agrees with the holomorphic
tangent bundle of the leaves of the Levi foliation F . Note that our holomorphic
tangent bundle is distinct from (C⊗R TM)/T
0,1
M and our (p, q)-form on M means
a section of
∧p(T 1,0M )∗ ⊗∧q(T 0,1M )∗ ⊂ ∧p+q(T 1,0M ⊕ T 0,1M )∗.
Now let us consider a Levi-flat CR manifold, simply denoted by M , and define
the form αh mentioned in §1. Fix a smooth hermitian metric h
2 of N1,0M ; in our
convention, we denote by h : N1,0M → R the map given by the norm induced from
h2 on (N1,0M )p for each p ∈M . Pick a local smooth section ξ of N
1,0
M around p ∈M
so that it is both normalized by h2 and real, i.e., ξ = ξ, which is determined up to
its sign. Using such a ξ, we define the (1, 0)-form αh : T
1,0
M → C so as to satisfy
(2) pi([v, ξ˜]p) = −αh(vp)ξp
for vp ∈ (T
1,0
M )p where ξ˜ and v are any lift and extension of ξ and vp to local
sections of C⊗R TM respectively. Here we used the Levi-flatness (1) to assure that
αh is independent of the choice of ξ, ξ˜ and v. We define αh(vp) := αh(vp), the
complex-conjugate (0, 1)-form of αh.
Remark 2. The left hand side of (2) is the covariant derivative of ξ along vp with
respect to a complex Bott connection of the Levi foliation F and the form α is
considered to measure the size of infinitesimal holonomy of F with respect to h2.
We give the (1, 1)-form Θh : T
1,0
M ⊗ T
0,1
M → C by
Θh(vp ⊗ wp) := vpαh(w)− wpαh(v)− αh([v, w]p)
= −wpαh(v) − αh([v, w]p)
where v and w are arbitrary extensions of vp and wp to local sections of T
1,0
M and
T 0,1M respectively. We again used the Levi-flatness (1) for the last term to be defined.
2.2. Description on foliated charts. Although we have defined the forms αh and
Θh in a coordinate-free manner, their descriptions on foliated charts are convenient
in actual computations. Here we briefly introduce them.
Take a foliated chart (U, (zU , tU )) of the Levi-flat CR manifold M , a chart
(zU , tU ) : U → C
n×R so that T 1,0M |U agrees with the pull-back bundle of T
1,0
C
n ⊂
C⊗R T (C
n × R). Any coordinate change between intersecting foliated charts, say
(U, (zU , tU )) and (V, (zV , tV )), are of the form
zU = zU (zV , tV ), tU = tU (tV )
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where zU is holomorphic in zV . A leaf N of F is a connected complex manifold
injectively immersed in M such that zU is holomorphic and tU is locally constant
on U ∩N for any foliated chart (U, (zU , tU )). Our manifold M is decomposed into
the direct sum of the leaves of F . A CR function on M , a C-valued function which
is annihilated by vectors in T 0,1M by its definition, agrees with a function which is
leafwise holomorphic, namely, holomorphic in zU on any foliated chart (U, (zU , tU )).
On a foliated chart (U, (zU = (z
1
U , z
2
U , · · · , z
n
U ), tU )), we may trivialize T
1,0
M and
N1,0M by using {
∂
∂z1U
,
∂
∂z2U
, · · · ,
∂
∂znU
}
and
∂
∂tU
respectively. This description illustrates that T 1,0M and N
1,0
M are locally trivial CR
vector bundles, smooth vectors bundles with local trivialization covers whose tran-
sition functions are CR. The transition functions of N1,0M are much better; They
are leafwise constant.
Some computations show that on a foliated chart (U, (zU , tU )), the forms αh and
Θh for a given hermitian metric h
2 of N1,0M are described as
αh =
n∑
j=1
∂ log hU
∂zjU
dzjU ,
Θh =
n∑
j,k=1
∂2(− log hU )
∂zjU∂z
k
U
dzjU ∧ dz
k
U
where hU := h(
∂
∂tU
). We can see that αh and Θh agree with the leafwise Chern
connection and curvature form of N1,0M with respect to h
2 respectively up to a
positive multiplicative constant.
2.3. The Diederich–Fornaess index. In this subsection, we confirm that the
two notions of Diederich–Fornaess index given in §1 coincide for Levi-flat real hy-
persurfaces.
Let Ω be a relatively compact domain with smooth Levi-flat boundary M in
a complex manifold of dimension ≥ 2. We introduce here terms for intermediate
notions that appeared in the definition of the Diederich–Fornaess indices. The
Diederich–Fornaess exponent ηρ of a fixed defining function ρ : (∂Ω ⊂)U → R
of ∂Ω is the supremum of the exponents η ∈ (0, 1] such that −|ρ|η is strictly
plurisubharmonic in U ∩ Ω; if no such η is allowed, we let ηρ = 0. We also define
the Diederich–Fornaess exponent ηh of a fixed hermitian metric h
2 of N1,0M in the
same manner. The Diederich–Fornaess indices are clearly the supremum of the
corresponding Diederich–Fornaess exponents.
Lemma 3. We have η(Ω) = η(M).
Proof. It is proved in [1, Theorem 1.1] that one can construct a smooth hermitian
metric h2ρ of N
1,0
M from a given smooth defining function ρ of M with ηρ > 0 so
that ηρ = ηhρ . Hence, η(Ω) ≤ η(M).
To derive the other inequality, it suffices to show that any hermitian metric h2
of N1,0 with ηh > 0, which condition is equivalent to iΘh > 0 as quadratic forms
on T 1,0M , can be obtained by the construction above from a defining function of M .
This inverse construction originates from the work of Brunella [8] where he proved
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that this is possible if the Levi foliation of M extends to a holomorphic foliation
on a neighborhood of M . Although the extended holomorphic foliation may not
exist in our setting, we are able to apply refined constructions explained in [12, §1],
[7, Proposition 1], or [2, Proposition 3.1] and finish the proof. 
Remark 4. We have restricted ourselves not to formulate the results for Levi-flat
real hypersurfaces with finite differentiability because we have a technical problem
at this point. The construction from defining functions to hermitian metrics in [1]
loses one order in differentiability since taking its normal derivative, although the
inverse constructions in [7] or [2] do not give us a gain in differentiability. So we
cannot simply state that any Ck-smooth hermitian metric can be obtained from a
Ck or Ck+1-smooth defining function for 2 ≤ k <∞ unlike in the case k =∞.
3. The Proof of Lemma 1 and a Remark
3.1. Proof of Lemma 1. Now we shall give the proof of Lemma 1.
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose the contrary: η(M) > 1/(n+ 1). By definition, there
exists a smooth hermitian metric of N1,0M , say h
2, such that
iΘh −
1
n
iαh ∧ αh > 0
as quadratic forms on T 1,0M .
By taking a double covering ofM if necessary, we may assume thatM is oriented.
We let η := hUdtU where tU is the transverse coordinate of a positively-oriented
foliated chart (U, (zU , tU )) and hU := h(
∂
∂tU
). Then we see that η is a well-defined
1-form onM , and that Θh∧η, αh∧η and αh∧η make sense as differential forms on
M regardless of the choice of extensions of αh or Θh to tensors on C⊗RTM . Among
these forms, we can show the equalities (dαh)∧ η = Θh ∧ η and dη = (αh+αh)∧ η
from straightforward computation on the foliated chart.
Now we obtain by direct computation that
d
(
(iΘh −
1
n
iαh ∧ αh)
n−1 ∧ iαh ∧ η
)
= (n− 1)(iΘh −
1
n
iαh ∧ αh)
n−2 ∧
1
n
iΘh ∧ iαh ∧ αh ∧ η
+ (iΘh −
1
n
iαh ∧ αh)
n−1 ∧ (iΘh − iαh ∧ αh) ∧ η
= (iΘh −
1
n
iαh ∧ αh)
n ∧ η,
and Stokes’ theorem yields a contradiction:
0 <
∫
M
(iΘh −
1
n
iαh ∧ αh)
n ∧ η
=
∫
M
d
(
(iΘh −
1
n
iαh ∧ αh)
n−1 ∧ iαh ∧ η
)
= 0.

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Remark 5. The proof shows in particular that
∫
M
iΘh∧η =
∫
M
iαh∧αh∧η always
holds when dimRM = 3. This equality well explains the behavior of the Diederich–
Fornaess exponent of an explicit example described in [2, §5].
3.2. The approach of Bejancu and Deshmukh. We give a remark that the
substantial content of Lemma 1 has been already observed by Bejancu and Desh-
mukh [5] in the context of differential geometry.
Remark 6. When dimRM = 3, the integrand (iΘh− iαh∧αh)∧η was used in [5] to
show that the totally real Ricci curvature of compact Levi-flat real hypersurfaces
in Ka¨hler surfaces cannot be everywhere positive.
Let us explain this coincidence. Suppose that we have an oriented smooth Levi-
flat real hypersurface M in a Ka¨hler surface (X,ω). We restrict on M the Ka¨hler
metric ω as a Riemannian metric and consider its Levi-Civita connection ∇M and
Ricci curvature RicM . We also consider the Gauss–Kronecker curvature GF/M of
the leaves of the Levi foliation F in M . Take the signed distance function to M
with respect to the given Ka¨hler metric ω and induce a hermitian metric h2 of N1,0M
from it. Then, we can observe by direct computation that
4(iΘh − iαh ∧ αh) = (Ric
M (ξ, ξ)− 2GF/M )ω|T
1,0
M ⊗ T
0,1
M
= (RicM (ξ, ξ)−
1
2
‖dη‖2 + ‖∇Mξ‖2)ω|T 1,0M ⊗ T
0,1
M
where ξ is the Reeb vector field ofM chosen so that it is normalized and orthogonal
to HM with respect to ω and positively directed, and η is the metric dual of ξ. The
last line is exactly the integrand used in [5]. We leave the details of this computation
to the reader, who can find the techniques needed in [4] and [5].
3.3. Open Question. We conclude this paper with stating an open question ex-
plicitly.
Question. Can we formulate the Diederich–Fornaess index for any CR manifold of
hypersurface type? Needless to say, it should agree with the Diederich–Fornaess
index of its complemental domain when it is realized as the boundary real hyper-
surface of a domain in a complex manifold. Can we prove the global estimate of Fu
and Shaw, and Brinkschulte and the author for this index in its full generality?
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